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THE PSP and the SSP have united and divided on so many occasi
before that few could take seriously their latest merger, though'

architects sought to make the rebirth of the Socialist Party a histo •
occasion by synchronising it with the anniversary of the August "r
lution". Neither the commitment of the SSP nor the policy vacuum
the PSP had helped them in the last mid-term poll; both were redu
to a non.force. The electoral debacle forced on the reluctant leaders
the two parties the thought of a merger, though they were contemptu
of one another-the PSP because of the SSP's participation in the n
so·Grand Alliance and the SSP because of the PSP's undeclared ele
understanding with the Congress (R). But the leaders had to stow a
their personal feelings, for the existence of their parties was at sta
They were united in their hatred of the communists, and what stood
the way of a merger ~as the absence of a common h05tility for both
Congress parties. The merge~ formula was based on a give-and-tak
the SSP agreeing to part company with the Congress (0) and the P
pledging to spurn the crllmbs trom the everful plate of the Congress

It is natural that the merger should have been resented more by
PSP members than those of the SSP. The Grand Alliance has gone in
liquidation, its constituents having decided to go their separate ways
future. The SSP had, therefore, nothing to lose from the aRTeement
it merely promised to sever itself from an alliance which had alre
crumbled. The predicament of the PSP was different. It was in t
good company of the OPI and the DMK and could look forward
shining in the reflected glory of the Congress (R), like the CPl.
the grace of the Congress (R) it was already sharing power in so
States, and it could hope to get into office in a similar manner in s
other States after next year's elections. The merger has dashed all the
hopes. For the sake of a unity of dubious electoral value the party
been called upon to forgo a highly profitable alliance. No wonder
their party conference some PSP leaders described the agreement as to
surrender 1'0 the SSP.

The SSP units in Kerala and Bihar were the fir~ to split. Re
ment against the merger was the strongest in these two States, for
enjoined' on the party units there to vacate office immediately.
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knew that the Bundestag would not
be t'atifying the tneaties with 'Mos-
cow and Warsaw without an agree-
ment on Berlin, the three \<Vestern
Powers were not agreed on how far
they should go in Bonn's aid. Find-
ing hat time was running out, Herr
Willy Brandt was not averse to mak-
ing certain concessions which in any
case was taking some risk. The pos-
sibility of the Christian Democratic
Opposition calling the agreement
a sellout of the communists has
increased owing to the battle for
succession to Dr Kiesinger's office.
Mr Abrasimov could draw comfort
from the fact that the agreement is
sort of formal ratification of the way

The police learnt truly, during
Mr Dhavan's regime, that power
comes out of the barrel of a gun.
Naxalites-some thousands of them-
have been shot at, bomb.hurlers as
they were. Mr Dias has taken up
the thread where Mr Dhavan left it.
Communists, for their dear life,
should take the hint. Nixon may
talk with Mao, Jyoti Basu may dine
with Dharma Vira; for the rank and
file, in Calcutta lanes and byelanes,
the movement of the stars may not
have much influence. And not for
the communists alone. West Bengal
is today what N agaland was yester.
day; the line between the hostiles
and the loyals is thin indeed. The
frontiers are shrinking.

a! P
manpower

while tackling violence. A Home
Ministry official is reported to have
said that a scheme was approved a
week ago by the Government to in.
crease the number of police s~ati()ns
and outposts in troubled areas. A
decision has also been taken to equip
the police with 'sufficient' fire-arms.
A special cell is being set up at the
Centre, which will be led by the
Additional Union Home Secretary,
to tackle law and order in West Ben-
gal.

Lenin's statue and quoted the Gita,
left, befittingly, after supervising the
holocaust at Baranagar-Cossipore.

Mr Dias has brought a new philo.
sophy of life and violence. He does
not think that the law and order
problem in the State can be solved
at the political level. He is reported
to have directed the Government to
tackle the problem administratively.
He has given directions to stream-
line the entire machinery so that

The Four-Power draft agreement
of convenience on Berlin has been

-hailed as the most historic develop-
ment in postwar Europe, but the
accord is sig~ifi'cant because it
presages understanding on the re-
maining thorny issues of the cold war
rather than solving problems of a city
which could be beleaguered by Pan-
kow anytime it likea. The Soviet
Union on the one side and the Uni-
ted States, Britain and France on the
other would be avoiding the uncom-
fortable issue whether the agreement
was the best that could be reached;
both the sides were under compul-
sions to compromise on their nego.
tiating positions. While the Kremlin

has strccee ~ 10 msta·
or puppet ministries or
President's rule. The

Congress (R) is now poised for a final
assault on this remaining threat to
Indian democracy, and the State PSP
wants to ensure its place in the next
coalition by assisting the Congress (R)
to win its battle against reaction.
With elections to the majority of the
State Assemblies barely six months
away, PSP units in some other States
also may develop dissidence and opt
for electoral understanding with the
Congl"ess(R) . The newest Socialist
Party bids fair to be as short-lived
as its predecessors.

Shrinking Frontiers

2

After the disappearance of the
mini-charisma that was Santi Swarup
Dhavan we have on the dais Anthony
Lancelot Dias. Mr Dias has not
brought nlUch of romance with him,
true, but it seemed he was going to
introduce some resoluteness. To 'start
with, he did not sanction leave in
Writers' Buildings when Wadekar

:.-gave the writers a cause. He was
t,s'teady. Like Indian cricketers, how-
ever, he fumbled with his next move.
Re mistimed the bouncer that came
with the bandh; his threatening ges.
ture did not yield any runs. Few
ame, even within the irksome three.
He radius, to report on the bandh

'day. Surely, Mr Dias took some time
to get his West Bengal leg; the pitch
here, though not dangerous, is tricky
somewhat.

The people of West Bengal how.
-ever should be wary. The Centre
has proved itself more a marionette
player than a ventriloquist. It is
more important to watch what t~l'~
Governor is made to do than what
be is made to speak. Mr Dhavan,
who some people thought to be the
wisest fool on the line of James T,
gave generous counsel to Marxists in
West Bengal left and right and was
a relief after the diabolic Dharma
Vira. But Mr Dhavan, who compar.
ed Lenin with Arjuna, 'Unv iled

eficiaries of office defied the mer-
r decisioQ, and the party fell apart
hen the national leadership attempt-

to discipline them. A similar situa-
. n had threatened to develop in

est Bengal, but the problem was
tesolved with the imposition of Pre-
sident's rule. The PSP units in some
-other States also have split, the latest
beirig that of Orissa. In fact, what
:'has happened in Orissa is not a split
but a virtual revolt against the mer-

r as it precludes the State unit
from joining hands with the Con-
gress (R) to bring down the ruling
coalition. Orissa 'is the only State
where a non.Congress (R) ministry
is functioning; in all other States the



•
Europe has been divided since 1945
and recognition of West Berlin as a se-
par.ttc political entity,vindicated the
"existence" of a third German State.
The Soviet consulate in West Berlin
will be accredited to the Western
Powers, but Bonn's fear is that it
may always try to deal directly with
the city's Senate. The links between
Bonn and West Berlin have been
recogni/'ed to jthe exterlt tha.t they
ensure the viability of the city; but
the election of West German Presi-
dents and plenary sessions of the
Bundestag which irritate Pankow will
no longer take place in 'Vest Berlin.
Russia has accepted only partial res-
ponsibility for free access overland
between 'Vest Berlin and the Federal
Republic, but it is not immediately
clear how easy will be the movement
between the two halves of the divid-
ed city. East Germany will be only
too unwilling to give up its role of
controlling traffic to and from West
Berlin considering the importance of
the lever in its relations with Bonn.
But the Kremlin finds Pankow more
pliable under Herr Erich' Honecker.
'Vest Germans have scored on the
representation of West Berlin's in-
terests abroad-as Switzerland does in
the case of Liechtenstein.

The East Europeans have always
entertained the idea that sanctifica.
tion of the status quo in Europe and
Russia's confrontation with China
will somehow result in some freedom
for thcm. Mr Denis Healey had
abo been arguing on the same lines
when he said that the Russians
would not be unwilling to give their
European allies some amount of pol i-
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dcal freedom of action once they 'Were
relieved of the feeling of military
insecurity. But manoeuvres on the
Rumanian border, applying pressure
on Bucharest for right of passage for
Russian troops through Rumania,
further manoeuvres in Bulgaria, in-
tegrating the East European econo-
mies still more dOSlClywith Russia
a:nd the blunt warning that neutra.
lity toward China will 'not be tole.
rated in a communist ally of Russia
-all these show that the Kremlin is
in no mood to relax control over
Eastern Europe. Russia feels un·
comfortable if any nationalist
forces struggling against the im-
perialistic designs of the United
States and the . Soviet Union get
China's support. Today an over-
stretched Am~ica is seriously
thinking of reducing its commitments
in Europe and what Russia wants is
that West European countries should
make no effort to fill up that vacuum.
Moscow would not have championed
Herr Brandt's Ostpolitik if it did not
divert the West Germans from the
political unification of Western
Europe. As the enlargement of the
ECM is now almost an accepted fact,
Russia's diplomatic activities are
directed toward ensuring that an eco-
nomic fraternity does not turn into
an active political union. The de-
veloping ties between Rumania,
Yugoslavia and Albania are being
anxiously watched by the Kremlin;

-and Mr Brezhnev's proposed Belgrade
visit would provide an occasion to
mend fences with Yugoslavia. Rus-
sia's bid to establish contacts with
nationalist and military groups when
preparations are being' made for
Tito's retirement can only irritate
the Yugoslav Government. It has
found the Russian policy of demons-
trative military manoeuvres clearly
directed to serve as pressure on this
or that Balkan country. The
dialecticians in the Kremlin fail to
see that while the pressure tactics are
meant to frighten the Balkan
,States .they only encourage imde-,
pendent Balkan consciousness. Russia
wants a quiet ·Europe so that it could
concentrate on its border with China.

Small Units'

Nowhere is t11e 1neffective nature
of the Centre's Plan to revive West
Bengal's sagging economy more ap-
parent than in the small industries
sector which occupies a prime position
in the State's economy. Not only
does it account for a significant portion
of the industrial output of the State,
it is also the largest absorber of the
State's labour force. ,But since the
past two decades, and particularly
after the recession in the mid-sixties
this vital sector has been allowed to
slide downward fQr diverse reasons.
Statistical figures to support the ob.
servation are not lacking. While the
small units mushroomed at the rate
of 17000 units per year during 1967.
70 for the country as a whole, in
West Bengal the growth rate has ac-
tually taken a sharp dip and 3000 or
more units have stopped functioning.

The reasons are many, ranging
from non-availability of funds to lack
of adequate demand to keep them
up. That the Centre is not unware
of them is evident from the plan
handed out by them to cheer up the
small and medium producers. As if
to atone for its past sin of neglecting;;
West Bengal the Centre has proposed.
in the plan, to consider its raw mate.
rial needs with "special sympathy". For
that purpose a raw material bank is
to be opened under the aegis of th
State wing of the Small-scale Indus-
trial Development Corporation ~
even import restrictions are to be
relaxed if meed be. Close vigil will
also be maintained on problems of
productivity and industrial relations.
Again the SSIDC is to be revitalised
to finance the small units. All the
forces, in shot1t, are to be mobilised
to revive this dying sector so that
a handsome growth rate of 2000 units
per year is attained in no time.

Rut regarding demand, or rather
the lack of it, which has been the
largest single factor behind the
eclipse of the smaller units the Cen-
tre's stance is vague, if not dubious .
At a meeting at the India Exchange,
FASSI-the~mall producers organi-
sation-is said to have asked for the
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pite the tall promises and the propo-
sals for the underground railway and
a new bridge across the Ganga, the
plan does not indicate any real
change of attit~de on the part of the
Centre towards the problems of
West Bengal. In fact, there have
been veiled attempts to pass on the
responsibility to private hands so
that, if the plan miscarries, they can
be blamed for the bungling.

nal Affairs Ministry could neither
confirm nor deny that the letter was
sent but all that one had to do was
to look into the answers to questions
during the budget session of Parlia-
ment. It was suggested that any
question about the reported letter
should be addressed to the Prime
Minister's Secretariat and not to the
External Affairs Ministry.

There is a comic touch to the
"ping pong" story. The profound
observation made by a correspondent
close to the Foreign Office is that a
serious policy review would preece!,·
any decision to let a ping pong· team
go to Peking. It would be well to
recall that a few months before the
1962 border :war an !Indian tlttde
union delegation was invited to some
celebrations in Peking and the Gov-
ernment's reply made amazing read-
ing: since China continued to be
in illegal occupation of Indian terri.
tory it would not be possible to let
any Indian relegation go to Peking.
Mr Ivor Montague might be able to
tell us why an Indian table tennis
team was not ,allowed to 'jg'O to
Peking in 1961 and under whose pres-
!;ure.

The improvement in Sino-Yugoslav
relations might have its impact on
Indo.Yugoslav relations. Though
President Tito is visiting India in
October the rupee trade arrangement
between the two countries is coming

War Clouds

tor. The antidote has been the pro.
posal to .transfer f'ililway orde.r5 to
West Bengal.

But such a transfer of railway
orders can only have a secondary
effect on the smaller units. Only a
massive dose of investment in the
public sector can create an economic
climate in which smaller producers
can survive and prosper. But des.

Mrs Indira Gandhi's alert to her
Cabinet colleagues to stick -around
the capital until August 25 touched
off speculation about a major policy
decision on Bangladesh. Mr D. P.
Dhar's mysterious disappearance for
a week, the summons to our man in
Peking to come home for consulta-
tions, the Prime Minister's round of
discussions with her colleagues added
to the suspense on the eve of the
ruling party's Working Committee
meeting on August 24. But nothing
happened and the wise ones who had
predicted big things that never hap-
pened ar;e busy 'thinking of bigger
things. One was almost made to be-
lieve that recognition of Bangladesh
was round the 'corner. But a few
days ago the entire Bangladesh cabi.
net was in New Delhi and returned
without mUGh hope. IJf land when
the recognition comes, it would fol-
low a flare-up and is. not likely to
precede it.

Meantime, the Foreign Office is
bending over backwards to prove
that the Indo-Soviet treaty has not
cramped its style and that the coun-
try's foreign policy has acquired new
manoeuvrability. The stale story of
Mrs Gandhi's letter to Mr Chou En.
lai (part of routine because such
letters were addressed to 23 other
heads of government) was dug up
and publicised to definite purpose.
The official spokesman of the Exter.

FROM A POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

nela}(atio~ of the Monopolies Aot
for \'Vest Beng1il as a special case.
For, according to FASSI, such relaxa-
tion will generate the much· needed
demand for the smaller producer by
encouraging the big business houses
to set up new units in large sectors.
But the ruling Congress, tied to the
goal of a socialistic society, is un-
willing to give further rope to the
monopolists, at least in the private sec-

View from Delhi

THOSE who asserted that the
Indo..soviet treaty~as signed

to deter Pakistan from any military
adventure against India are trying to
wriggle out of their discomfiture by
reinterpreting the treaty. The new
thesis is that the treaty was meant
to deter China from intervening in
an Indo-Pakistani canflict and the
Soviet Union need not and will not
take .sides in such a conflict. The
Soviet Union's repeated clarifications
in Islamabad that the treaty was not
1aimed against Pakistan fit in with
this thesis.

It is widely believed that no poli-
tical solution to the Bangladesh
problem is possible, though Iran, en·
joying the confidence of the United
States and Pakistan, is peddling a
formula and vague feelers about a
confederation or a loose federation of
the two wings have been thrown
about. There is also an element of
subtle blackmail in the ,suggestions
from Washington that it would be
difficult to guarantee the safety of
Sheikh Mujibur Rahman unless the
'Bangtadesh leadership settles for a
cOmpromise solution. It is possible
that General Yahya Khan and the
military junta cannot afford to lose
Bangladesh without a war and every-
thing therefore points to a military
confrontation at Pakistan's choosing.
September-October will be crucial
months.



S. Roy

ON 9th August 1971, a new link
W2 S forged in the chain of neo--

colonialism that enslaves India.

The thirties saw, On the one hand,
crises-ridden imperialism assuming its
ugly fascist form, wd on the other,
there was the upsurge of anti.impe..
rialist struggles all over the colonial
world. A class of loyal compradors
and bureaucrats had been, by that-
time, "assiduous~y deve!oped by the

British in India. The house of Tatas;
Birlas, Thapars, MafatIals were all
established then, as were such bu-
reaucrats as Bajpai, B. N. Rau, Vis-
wanathan and B. B. Ghosh. So the
British framed the Government of
India Act of 1935, which would' al-
low them to sink their colonial fangs.
into a "freed" Indian Dominion run
by their meticulously trained lackeys
and puppets. -

Crises outran their plans and th
Second World War followed. By the
end of the war British imperialism
stood ravaged and helpless in the
coils of indebtedness to Ameri-
can imperialism; unprecedentedJy
fierce storms of national liberation
raged over the colonies, supported
socialist Russia led by Stalin; and Bri-
tish imperialism was forced to avert its
inevitable end by allying itself-as a
junior partner-with U.S. imperialism
and giving it a share in colonial
plunder. In India, the British used
the Hindu-Muslim contradiction (fos-
tered systematically and continuously)
and divided the sub-continent. Bha-
rBt and Pakistan-semi-colonies-
came into being-Bharat and Pakis-
tan, whose production and distribu-
tion, wealth and defence lay in the
hands of the imperialists. The Act of
1935 was amended to admit the' U.S.
vulture into the Indian skies. This
was our Constitution.

By siding with the U.S. in Korea,
massacring peasants in Telengana and
Kakdwip and outlawing the Commu-
nist Party, Nehru-that shrewd agentAugust 29, 1971

does not 'the Government take over
just three industries-sugar, jute and
coment-and see how many press
monopolies are broken up in the pro.
cess? I t dare not.

It is significant that a certain
"progressive" daily whose claimed
circulation is perilously closed to the
50,000 limit has not found it neces-
sary to welcome the. proposed bill
and a "radical" proprietorial tabloid
which monopolises the newsprint
allocation for its category has used a
superannuated working journalist
leader to plea for exempting joul"l1als
of this genre from the purview of
the bill. f:

Any measure aimed at curbing
monopolistic trends in the newspaper
industry should aim lat newspapers
of all categories irrespective of their
political commitment. But there is
hectic lobbying here to secure exemp-
tion for the "committed" press own.
ed by radical proprietors or their
benamidars.

By all accounts, the war ilg-ainst
press' monopolies appears a phoney
one. How else does one explain the
complicated g-eneology of the tlraft
bill and the Government's cold feet
when it comes to owning it up?
Are the newspaper editors to be
called for a conference and bullied
into discovering- a "commitment" in
favour of the Prime Minister and
her party and in return let the pro_
prietors keep the newspapers? The
rising star in .the Prime Minister's
firmament, Mrs Nandini Satpaty has
been trying- to set the style for brain-
washing New Delhi journalists in
the name of "discussions in depth"
and the process has begun with the
chiefs of news bureaus. It will ex-
tend to the editors shortly, one
presumes.

Unless the Government comes out
with a clear statement of its plans
for curbing .the press monopolies,
the promiscuous draft bill can only
be viewed as a crude gambit in a
phoney war.

to an end and" ere is obvious
slav annoyance at the IlIldo-Soviet
t;eaty. The Tanjug news agency
has suggested that Indian's non-align-
ment 'is dead 31nd both YUgb61avia
and Rumania are known to have
made known to India that the treaty
would mean hardening of the Chinese
attitude to India. So New Delhi's
next gambit in relations with China
has to be awaited with interest. The
Soviet leaders have been trying to
queer the pitch for Mr D. P. Dhar
with strident attacks on China and
wild charg-es of attempts to subvert
Mrs Gandhi's leadership in India and
Mrs Banadaranaike's in Ceylon.

Curbin, The Prell?
The bona fides of the Govern-

ment's proclaimed resolve to curb
the monopoly press are suspect. The
reason: what is being bandied about
as the draft bill to achieve the ob.
jective was sneakingly released to a
small group of Government's bully
boys among journalists, with the
Minister of State for Compa'ny Law
presiding over the' mystique. The
Secretary of the Information and
Broadcasting Ministry was in attend.
ance to offer clarifications. The next
clay, when a correspondent confront-
ed the official about the draft bill
published in the morning's papers,
the latter made it dear that the Gov.
ernment would not own up the draft.

The Law Ministry has had no occa-
sion to approve the draft and the
Minister of State for Information
and Broadcasting managed to be away
when the historic leak took place'.
One cannot help the feeling that the
draft bill is a dummy manoeuvre
aimed at forcing the press barons to
buy their peace with the powers that
be. '\Then it suits the Government,
the draft bill in the form in which
it has been put into circulation could
be disowned and an innocuous bill
introduced later as a sop for public
opinion. The "committed" Trot-
skyite.CPI leadership of the IFW.T
has been playing the Government's
game with gusto. The Government
has had no gumption to fight the
monopolies a·nd has to feign it is
fighting the press monopolies. Why

SEPTEMBER 4, 1971



of imperialism-proved his loyalty to
his masters.

In 1953 Stalin died and the revi-
sionists seized power in Russia. It was
then that the Indian compradors siddl-
edup to Russia. Co-existence with
Khrushchev (unlike co-existence with
Stalin Or Mao), instead of being
dangerous, might prove profitable in
bargaining with the U.S. and British
masters. And bargaining has an
overpowering attraction for the Indian
bania.

The chang~ in the world scene,
since then, have been stupendous:

British imperialism has faded out
as a world power.

Soviet revisionism has used social-
fascist methods to entrench itself in
power and by thought, word and
deed revealed itself as malignant.

Socialist China, led by the CPC and
Chairman Mao, has gone from stren-
gth to strength and has become the
base area and inspiration of world
revolution.

Defeated in innumerable aggres-
sive wars, which drained its blood
and gold, a tottering U.S. imperia-
lism has realised it can no longer po-
lice the world ,alone ; and hence

In spite of their contradictions in
the field of markets, investments and
pronts, U.S. imperialism and Soviet
socialrltmperialism coll3iborated to
save themselves in this, the era of the
'final destruction of imperialism.

U.S. imperialism and Soviet social-
imperialism have two overriding com-
mon interests-to contain, encircle
and destroy China and to suppress
revolutionary wars of liberation.
Revolution is the main trend in the
world today ; the unity of interests
of the imperialists merely acknowled-
ges this fact.

It is this overriding unity of purpose
which transformed our State from a
semi-colony into a neo-colony. By
militarily provoking China in 1962,
the Indian lackeys and puppets sig-
nified this qualitative change in their
seIl-out of the country. They re-
ceived instant reward in the form of
arms and cash.

As crises mounted so did the op-
pression of the Indian people. In

two years-1963-65-an additional
burden of indirect tax amounting to
Rs 1,000 crores was thrust upon ·the
bent backs of the Indian people.
Oppression bred resistance which led
to further repression. Revolt gather-
ed momentum and broke out in Na-
xalbari, Srikakulam, Gopiballabhpur,
Birbhum.

In order to sharpen the contradic-
tion in the imperialist camp, China
established friendship with Pakistan
which lay in the intermediate zone
between imperialist and socialist coun-
tries. This sat ill upon imperial
minds, and so their Indian and Pakis-
tani lackeys were goaded into war.

The aims of this .adventure were:
,to sabotage Sino..•Pak relations by
forcing Pakistan to rush off to seek
imperial,ist 'aid; to inoJ:ease Sino-
Indian hostility; to divert the revo-
lutionary tendencies of the peoples
of both countries into the nasty ditch
Of Hindu-Muslim hostility-a corollary
of Indo-Pak enmity; and as a side
effect, gain opportunities of investing
more capital and selling more arms.

Method.
The methods used by Soviet social-

imperialism to penetra:te the Indian
State are:

It very cunningly deployed about
Rs 1,000 crores of capital to get a
stranglehold upon Indian bureaucra-
tic capital. Their investments are
eye-catching, concentrated and selec-
tive, whereas the Rs 7,000 crores of
the U.S. is scattered.

By virtue of their power over bu-
reaucratic capital, Russia has a firm
grip on the Indian economy. For it
is bureaucratic capital which controls
nearly all import and export trade,
banking and insurance. Through
loans and investments, the Govern-
ment has gained 51% indirect con-
trol over the private sector. It is
bureaucratic capital that is propping
up the Indian comp,rador.

The Soviet social-imperialists are
the chief if not monopoly armouries
of the ruling classes of India. Eighty
per cent of India's recent arms pur-
chases were from Russia, some
Rs 800 crores worth.

The social-imperialists have a ififth
and a sixth column working ins,de
the country. There is the CPI and
the Soviet financed "left" papers-
nakedly servile and sycophantic in
their praise of the Great White Fa-
ther. And then there is-a refine-
ment-the CPI (M). Marking the
Russians as revisionists, they hail
their investments as "socialist aid".
The march of bureaucratic capital
spells the "advance of socialism" to
them. Indira is a "progressive". In-
dia's wars are hailed-at the time of
'fighting-by Kautskyite shouts of
"Motherland Uber Alles". Both
agents have waxed fatly eloquent
about the benign influence of the
Indo-Soviet Treaty.

The social-imperialists have used
well the built-in animosity in Indo-
Pak, Hindu-Muslim relations. They
have claimed a common Aryan heri-
tage with the Indian Hindus, helped
India hold Kashmir, sold arms to both
(Pakistan has, to date received 12
IL.28 bombers, about 100 MIG.19s
and MIG-21 s, 150-200 1'54 and 1'55
tanks, 200 130-mm guns, helicopters,
radar and a 1000 transmitter plus
Rs 90 to 110 crores invested in 31
projects), instigated war and then at
Tashkent, played the peacemaker.
One remembers the British in 1948,
led by Mountbatten, playing the
same role, with less finesse.

The social-imperialists have effec-
tively encircled India. Both from tbe
landward side:

Afghanistan
10070 of Air force

20 helicopters
Tanks, missiles 2nd military trammg

for the army plus Rs 900 crores as
"Aid".
Nepal

Rs 12 crores invested out of total
foreign investment of about 120
crores,

and from the seaward side
Social;imperialism: In and around
the Indian Ocean-

Egypt-at the lip of Suez
entire arms supply+Aswan Dam+

economic aid+military training+
Russian troops.
Yemen-at the ocean end of Suez:
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Same as above.
• Sudan and Somalia-Along the Af-

rican Coast
Same as above.

Syria and Iraq
Aeroplanes, tanks (700)

Indonesia
Initially 10070 of Air force and Navy

supply has been resumed to Su-
harto's murderous CIA regime.
Ceylon _

Entire air force.
Singapore
Mauritius
Andaman and Nicobar Islands

Berthing rights for Russian nayal
ships.
Vishakhapatnam

Repair facilities for the Russian Navy.
They have, in addition, erected

four floating supply buoys on the In-
dian Ocean to serve their imperialist
naval designs.

(As a matter of record the Chinese
aid differs radically from the Russian.
China does not charge interest. Does
not trade in arms but gives them free.
lt buys raw material at prices higher
than the world market price (e.g.
Ceylon's rubber), pays in necessities
Or gold. Chinese technicians live the
life of ordinary people of their host
countries. The Russians charge in-
terest, have an enormously profitable
arms trade, forces India to sell sugar
,at 40 p. per kg. and pays in rupees
thereby forcing India to buy Russian
goods. And in order to maintain
each Soviet ·technician (presumably in
the style he is .accustomed to) India
has to spend Rs 35,000 per month.)

The two super-powers have gather-
ed to divide the world. The SALT
talks are more a flaunting of nuclear
arrogance than a fluttering of peace-
able intention. But China's irresis-
tible progress gave them notice that
the world would no longer tolerate
such division.

Riddled militarily, politically, ecO-
nomically and cuturally, the U.S. im-
perialists have (as an effort at tem-
porary respite) bowed low to come
to an understanding with China. "In
the dialectic pattern of his thought
Mao has often said tbat good can
come out of bad and that bad people
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can be made good by experience and
teaching". (Edgar Snow in Life, 30-7-
7l). This is. precisely what has
happened. The U.S. has had to swal-
low, however temporarily, the bitter
pill.

Poison for RUllia
But the pill is poison for the So-

viet social-imperialists. FOr a long
time they have raved about the "re-
gression" and 'anarchy' in China,
have pulled down and besmirched
Chairman Mao.

To accept China as an equal. to
acknowledge China's progress under
the banner of Mao Tse-tung Thought
would be suicidal for them.

On the USSR border with China
is ranged a force of 10,00,000 men-
the largest single aggressive combat
force assembled anywhere in the world
today. The war drums of the social-
imperialists constantly beat a tattoo
of hatred against China. A chant tha~
aims to divert the Russian people.
Russia occupies a great deal of Chi-
nese territory, territory which Lenin
and Stalin had pledged to return.

To .accept China would also ruin
social-imperialism's cbances of leading
astray the liberation movements of
the world's peoples. Arms and gold
have till now served ~s barely disguis-
ed baits to trap these movements
into the "Russian Way" as opposed
to the Chinese path.

Thus, like Hitler and Tojo-the
econoplically weaker imperialist po-
wers of yesterday. Brezhnev rushes in
where Nixon (like Chamberlain and
Daladier) fears to tread.

Thus: Nixon announced his "Doc-
trine" in 1969: Americans will not
fight any more land wars in Asia.
Asians must 'fight Asians. Brezhnev
rushed with his doctrine: a mutual
security pact for Asi,an nations to go
on opposing China. The Russian
Army awaits the clarion call I

The Indo-Soviet treaty was drawn
up in 1969, as a part of the "Brezhnev
Doctrine". The split within the
Congress and Indira's resultant weak-
ness demanded postponement. Now
there is no such bother. Rather, the
Waf build-up, the refugee problem,

the "Bangladesh" hysteria, the dirty
gossip of 'Sino-U.S. entente" prepared
the ground for the V'eaty. The march:-
of world revoluion and of China, the
successes of the Indian revolution
hav~ made the treaty an urgent neces-
sity. Hence: 9th August 1971.

This treaty has given Russia Jthe
right, at will, to descend upon India,
with arms (Article 9). To say thal--
the opposite is also true would be in•.
sane. This treaty gives Russia tho
right of veto over India's foreign po-
licy. (Articles 8 and 10). This
treaty, by its commitment to the "se-
curity" of Asia, promises to maintain
the status quo of injustice and but-
chery. By declaring "cooperation"
to be the method for "solving contra-
dictions" it peddles the Khruschevite
thesis of co-existence of the exploited
with the exploiters. By its determina-
tion to "maintain peace" in Asia, this
treaty explicitly vows to betray the-
wars of national liberation which are
On the point of sweeping imperialism
out Of Asia.

This treaty plants its
against China. India, bound by the
treaty, cannot make peace with China,
Le. cannot do a "Nixon". Tied to
the chariot wheels of Soviet social-
imperialism, India will be dragged<
into abetting Russia's aggressive de;.
signs on China. While one .attackl
across the Ussuri, the other will pre-
sumably be asked to probe in strength
allover the . Ladakh-NEFA front.
Russia and India are the only coun-
tries who have consistently refused to.
settle their borders with China. This
treaty (Article 5) by committing i
self to the "territorial integrity" of.
Russia and India, freezes the frontiet
,and lights a permanent flame Of COD-.
flict with China.

The Soviet social-imperialists might.
also be expected to use the high emo-
tions generated by the East Pakistan
situation. A direct confrontation b.-
tween India and Pakistan would forgo
the U.S. to choose between the tw(t.
Siding with Pakistan would make It
lose India. If it chose India, baal
would go all its hopes of a temporw:y
understanding with China.

Above all, this trea.ty aims to con-



1603.8

(Rs)
(4)

356.4

112.9
156.1
191.0
223.8
256.6
295.8
342.5
421.3
553.5
753.4

1268.8

Per capita
expenditure

of total expenditure on these goods
in particular. The NSS Report of
the 16th round (July I960-<June
1961), on the other hand, gives the
data on per capita annual consump-
tion expenditure of various sections
of the population. It is now a
matter of simple arithmetic to ca1cu-
hte the amounts of industrial goods
consumed by different sections respec-
tively. The results of such a calcu-
1ation are presented in the table
below.

As the table shows, the poorest 10
per cent of the rural people, for ex-
ample, spent only Rs 88 each in
1960-61, which amounts to Rs 7.33
per month, that is, less than 25 paise
per day per head. Together they
consumed Rs 98.7 crores of indus-
trial goods. Correspondingly, in the
urban areas the poorest 10 per cent

URBAN
Consumption

of
industrial

goods
(Rs Crclfes)

(5)
34.7
50.0
68.5
83.9
96.2

115.6
136.3
185.6
262.2
195.3
375.5

consumed Rs 112.9 each, I.e. Rs
9.40 per month, Or about 31 paise
per day per head. Between them-
selves they consumed Rs 34.7 crores
of industrial goods.

Remember that the rural popula-
tion is roughly four times the urban
population.

4591.6

RANJAN SENGUPTA

(Rs)
(2)

88.0
124.2
150.1
174.4
198.0
227.0
258.5
303.1
382.5
493.3
870.6

258.8

Per capita
expendi ture

(1)

0-10
IO-QO
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90
90-95
95-100

-~.
TOTAL

INDIA today is a grand festival for
10 per cent of her population,

while the remaining 90 per cent
serve and wait on them and barely
survive on the throwJll-\off crumbs.

More than half of the agricultural
land belongs to one-tetith of the
rural households whose grip on the
entire vilIage-In::lia is firm.

Occasional ups and downs apart,
industry is "booming." But for
whom does the industry produce?
Who are its main customers? The
National Sample Survey (NSS) re-
ports provide the answer.

The NSS Report of the 15th
round (July 1959-June 1960) has
data on how much a family in a Cer-
tain expenditure group spends on vari-
Ous items of consumption. It is then
possible to identify the "industrial"
goods,¥ and find out the proportion

RURAL
:::Clnsumption

of
industrial

goods
(Rs Crores)

(3)

98.7
159.6
182.9
228.1
266.4
340.4
404.6
501.5
685.0
627.0

1097.4

Section
of

flopulation

·The following are taken to b~
industrial g(IQds: edible oil, sugar,
salt, three-fourths of "other food",
clothing, fuel and light, and "miscel.
laneous" that includes furniture, do-
mestic utensils, foc.twear and other
durable- and semi-durable goods, ser-
vices, conveyance etc,

~ FRONTIER contact
VAL BROS.
Main Road, ]amshedpur-l.

tain, attack and destroy the Indian
revolution.' Social-imperialist bullets

already shedding Indian blood all
er Bihar, Andlira and West Bengal.
e "peace and security" of India, of

Indira Gandhi and J. R. D. Tata have
now the guarantee of not only arms
but also Russian troops.

This treaty will inevitably ~ffect the
political and economic structure of
India, for the master must shape the
servant in his image. The "demo-
cratic" cabaret of sycophantic political
parties (imported from London and
Washington) will now be replaced by
the horror Of single-party dictatorship.
The right of private property (the
o,.nlyright ever guaranteed by the Con-
stitution) is no longer sacred. The
need has passed. The Anglo-Ameri-
can monopolists needed it (more as
.an aricle of faith than any strident
necessity, since they too enjoyed the
use Of bureaucratic capital of India).
The social-imperialists have no such
silly faiths. Hence the 24th Amend-
ment. The road is opened for faster

dvance down the "Socialist Garibi
Batao Path" for bureaucratic capital-
the most noxious, tyrannous, mori-
bund, impotent form of capital.

The 18 miIIion people of North
Vietnam have taught the U.S. impe-
rialists a deep and terrible lesson.

is the social-imperialists have
chosen to ignore. So it is the duty
Qf 550 million Indians to each them.
We must shatter here on Indian soil
:their dreams to rule the world. Ame-
·can imperialism has long been estab-
. bed and accepted as ,an enemy of
e Indian people. We must not for-
t them. We must see the social-

imperialist vulture that darkens Our
kies side by side with the Americans.

Our shackles shall surely be broken.
Both the demons have with outspread
hands and splayed out fingers taken
on far more than they can carry. This

eaty is surely a new noose round
Ute neck of Soviet social-imperialism.

f, ~
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N. DAS GUPTA

Students And Society

per cent, while the remainiI\g 90 pet
cent of its population. is but a colony,
only to be exploited with impunity.

should it? We have faithfully' pre-
served the whole bureaucratic frame
Of administration ,as a glorious heri-
tage. When Calcutta newspapers
published the story of a Vice-Chan-
cellor's son getting high marks
in the matriculation examination
(which he did not deserve) through
utterly dishonest mamnipulation b~
some venerable professors, some
foolish persons fondly hoped that
those gentlemen along with the V.C.
would be suitably dealt with. But ig-
noring all the barking with cool and
calm composure, the authorities allo-
we::I them, of cOurse with some minor
adjustments, to remain. But theY'
kicked out Dhirendraprasanna Sen.
a clerk, from his job because he had
helped to unearth that murky business
and taken part in union activities.
He foughit against his dismissal for
several years, but justice was denied
to him. He died prematurely, a
broken-hearted man. No educati06
nists felt any qualms over that gross-
injustice.

The system of examining and mar-
king answer papers is not only extre-
mely sloppy, it is full of malpractices
In the past these were committed by
a particular family Or a few people.
Now they have become widespread.
But why should the high priests ate
learning bother about in They have
only to toe the line of the establish-
ment, preach high ideals, flatter and
serve the deities who wield power and
move their pawns correctly in the
game of self-aggandizement. The sweet
warmth of success will bridge the gulf
between profession and practice, h
ever sordid and mean. Yes, if yoll
hwe been able to earn the favour of
the establishment, you can indulge in
anything with impunity.

And of course, to earn

this elite group. And the agrarian re-
lations are its supporting pillar.

India now is ,a country for this 10

THE educationists of. West Bengal
are now cursing the dismal state

of education - here. The sanctity of
the temples of learning has been viola-
ted by unruly students, who care a
damn for guru-bhakti, se]f~bnegation,
self~acrifice and many other ideals
which were a monopoly of India. The
most lamentable thing is that exami-
nations have been reduced to ,an igno-
ble farce through mass and free-style
copying by students. Do not ask the
doyens of higher education to invigi-
late in the examination halls and set
a glorious example of heroic resis-
tance. That would be sacrilegious.
The common teachers must carry out
their orders ,and bear the brunt of the
job. .

But is not the present state of edu-
cation in West Bengal the inevitable
and logical outcome of its colonial
origin? This hotchpotch of bookish
learning, a left-over from the garbage
of British imperialism, was introduced
far the middle class during the British
rule. The Bengali bhadralok used it as
a passport to white-collar jobs. Divor-
ced from the socio-economic realities
of the country, it helped to foster a
s12.vi~h (me1lta~ity and alienate us

from the people. We inherited all
the vices of the British bureaucracy
minus its efficiency,-as every other
autonomous institution in this country
did. We know how the University at
Calcutta was used as family property
and how corruption and nepotism
were rampant for a pretty long time.
It never strOve to inculcate the spint
of a nationa,l libemtion move;ment
and was comprador in every respect.
With the sharpening of the economic
crisis, this main prop of our middle
class existence was badly shaken.

Has this picture fundamentally
changed since independence? Why

1971

As one mOves up along the scale
of per capita annual consumer ex-
penditure in this table '(columns 2
and 4), one lfinds that, for both ru-
ral and urban, the figures goes up
very sharply and suddenly when it
comes to the richest 10 per cent of
the population. Even within this top
10 per cent, the richer half is way
above the other half in terms of per
capita consumption (see sections 90-
95 and 95-100 in cols'. 2 and 4).

Now consider columns 3 and 5.
The rural market for industrial con-
sumer goods in 1960-61 was of the
order of Rs 4,592 crores; whereas
the urb!ln market was only Rs 1,604
crores. The ric~est 10 per cent' of
the rural people consumed industrial
goods of Rs 1,724 crores. In other
words, the richest 10 per cent of the
rural people alone provide a much
bigger market for industrial consumer
goods than do all ,he urban. people
put together. Of course, these arc
the people who also own more than
50 per cent of the agricultural land.
No wonder, the big industrialists
have found their best friends in the
big landlords.

The richest 10 per cent of the ru-
ral population claimed 37.6 per cent
Of the entire rural market of indus-
trial consumer goods ; the richest 10
per cent of the urban population si-
milarly accounted for 35.5 per cent
of the urb30 market. Accordingly.
these two groups together consumed
37 per cent of the total supply of
industrial consumer goods in India
in 1960-61.

Since then a decade has passed.
and there are reasons to believe that
these top 10 per cent have, if any-
thing, increased their consumption of
industrial consumer goods. IJn any
case, their share is definitely not much
below 40 per cent, if not well above
it by now.

These top 10 per cent are a closely
well-knit group; they are an exclusive
club. Perhaps the same families
have remained for ,a long time 'in
this stratum; and, if necessary, they
'fight to the finish for staying here.

The entire industrial structure in
India is ge:lfed primarily for serving
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the degrees of higher education the
ethnic sign of the bhadralok, the dis-
tinguishing mark which sets them apart
from the illiterate toiling masses ~

Book Review
BANGLA DESH: A STRUGGLE

FOR NA TlONHOOD. Moham-
med Ayoob, Anirudha Gupta,
Rahamatullah Khan, G. P. Desh-
pande, R. Narayanan, Sisir Gupta,
Vika,s Publications, Delhi. Rs 20.

and Developments", 'Forms of Sttug-
gle'. scrutinize the problem on ~ na-
tional level. Three 'otherfl, 'Legal

Aspects', Soviet and Chinese Stakes',
'American Response', have projected
the problem in an international per-
spective. There is a third essay
('Issues and Prospects') whiCh looks
at the problem from both these view-
points. Hence it is the final essay
Of the book.

The essays of the first group havi':
no integration. The first essay
(Backgrounds and Developments:
Md. Ayoob) looks into the genesis ofT HIS book is 'a result of the spon- the present crisis. It has no preten-

taneous reaction' of half a dozen sion to go deep into the socio-econo-
scholars who sat down to write mic problems. It concerns itself with
objectively about BangIa Desh when the shifts and turns within the super-
others were steeped in the shock and . structure of Pakistan's body-politic.
bewilderment of the war. The im- The equation between the executive
pulse behind this deviation from the and the representative institutions, the
normal outburst of sentimentality political relation between the eastern
was the realization on the part of the :and western wings of Pakistan, the
authors "that the struggle for"Bangla character of the anti-Ayub agitation
Desh is a milestone in the process of and the regime's response to it, the
secularization and radicalization of attempt made by the military regime
politics in the subcontinent" and that under Yahya Khan to stabilize the
"it epitomizes the forces at work in'· situation and its results-'these are
the entire third world". some of -the questions which the

The essays : incorpor~~ in \~he author seeks to explain. There is no
book were conceived in the first week reference to history and tradition
of April, 1971 when events just be- which account for the antithetical
gan to unfold. In the context ways Of two societies within tQe same
of time, the publication, there- oecumenical community of Islam,
fore, appears premature. Handi- There is a faint attempt to uphold the
capped by the human incapacity to traditional concepts of economic dis-
foresee the future, the authors, writing parity between the two wings. But
as they did at the earliest stage of its spirit is lost in a maze of sophisti-
events, had to be speculative. It is cated calculations. The author speaks
true, as the authors say, that "the of the irrecocilability of the- aspira-
,future of this subcon4inent depends tions Of the Bengali middle class who
upon the right responses at the right clamoured for participation in power
time." To facilitate the right respon- and the combination of the Urdu-
ses at !the right time, the author.; speaking zamindari elite and the pro-
stepped forward at the wrong mo- fessional middle class who monopo-
ment to catch an enraged bull by the lized power. But how this comes
horn. about is nowhere explained. Since

The book consis.ts of six essays. the author has not explained
It is apparent from the title that it the production relations in the ruffled
has addressed itself to upholding the society of Pakistan, his tract is little
brief of a struggling nationhood. To more than a catalogue of the political
that end it is welcome. The authors antecedents to the present crisis.
have adopted the simple technique of The second essay (Forms of Strug-
looking at their problem from ,twin gle: Anirudha Gupta) discusses the
viewpoints, national and internatio- prospects of the movement. Its
nal. Two. essays, 'Background range is vast, from actual happenings

of the es~blishment, you must not
raise any questions but watch the
saturnalia of lodt by the higher
echelons of society with servile inno-
cence and mute admiration. You
must not ask why after the comple-
tion of the three five-year plans for
building a "socialistic pattern of
society" a fantastic amount of unpro-
ductive, black money has piled up in
the hands of a few. You must not
ask why, after 24 years of indepen-
dence, the State has miserably failed
to provide any security in respect of
the bare necessities of life such as
employment and medical treatment.

Everyone knows th,at our system
of education is unproductive. But in
the br~ader perspective of public
welfare, what can be termed produc-
tive here ~ Society has become a
stangant, putrefying pool where only
corruption and debauchery thrive. Is
not the present chaotic state of educa-
tion symptomatic of this society ~

The students are now paying back
their elders and teachers in their own
coin, much to their horror.We want
to overlook the fact that our society
has been singularly successful in the
democratisation of corruption. Why
should not the students have their
Own quota of it ~ Born and bred
in a totally debased society, they can-
not lag behind in learning the rules
of the holy game of success. They
are only to procure degrees, no matter
by what means. Recalling his experi-
ence of invigilation a few years ago,
a friend, a college teacher, said that
when he reprimanded an examinee
(none will dare do so in these days of
mass cribbing) for copying, he asked

hat else he could do since the society
as rotten to the core. Well, he and

his friends could have revolted against
it. But that would have been sheer
madness. Participation in the corrup-
:lion of a debased society is easy and
;,COmfortable. The students and their

dian~ know that the rags of paper,
emistically called diplomas, can-
fetch employment, but the craze

or them is on the increase. Though
badly mauled by the growing -econo-
mic crisis, the ethos of the middle

s still lingers. After all, are not



to anticipations about the future. The
author analyses four sets of problems:
(j) the Civil Disobedience Movement
of Sheikh Mujib. Under this head
he sums up the experiences of the
movement prior to the military crack-
down; (ii) Spontaneous revolt. The
title shows that the author follows
the massive reaction of the people
once the coercive power of the state
descended upon them. (iii) Protrac-
ted war. At this point the author
embarks upon speculation about the
course of the war (iv) Issues and
Alternatives. Under this heading the
author gives his own generalisations.
This is a postscript to the author's
study of the actual and prospective
development in Pakistan.

The essay stands on an internal
p3radox. The author admits at the
beginning that there was 'complete
blackout of news' about Pakistan.
About his 'first problem he
writes: "To put these questions in
their proper setting it is necessary to
review the sequence of events from
3 March. Quite obviously one's
focus should be on the personality of
Mujibur Rahman and, secondly, on
the structure of the Awami League as
a political party. Unfortunately, on
neither we have sufficient data".
Again about his third problem he
says : "Here again the problem is one
of obtaining true facts. As we have
noted, no source of information can
be given absolute credence: th.::
Pakistan radio blacked out alI news
about the resistance, the freedo!1
fighters claimed unbelieveable victo-
ries, the Indian press and radio seized
on every thing as news which origi-
nated from rumoUr or gossip."

Thus, equipped with no means to
bridge the 'credibility gaps' in source
materials, the article goes in for pre-
mature speculation about a massive
revolution.

Given what it is, the essay still has
its sanity. Writing at a time when
there was a dangerous explosion of
mass sentiment, the author did not
lose his reason. Some questions he
posed [for example (i) Can a spon-
taneous resistance last long? (ii}
How did the Awami League
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leaders prepare the people for an
eventuality which in Sheikh Mujib's
own words meant 'fighting to the last
man'? (iii) Why did Mujib adopt an
attitude which pushed his men to an
open confrontation with the martial
law administration?] w,ere radical
if one thinks of the time when they
were raised, a time when sentiments
reigned supreme. In spite of its fai-
lures this essay deserves credit be-
cause it did not fall in line with those
masssive products of unreason and
sentiment with which we are so
familiar.

'Not Civil Strife'
The second group of essays have

greater integration. The first essay
(Legal Aspects: Rahamatullah Khan)
deals with a number of international
law concepts that have been put to
test over the struggle for national
liberation of BangIa Desh. The author
has pinned dOwn the opinions of ju-
rists and legalists, from Oppenheim
to Hall and Lauterpacht, on questions
of recognition, civil strife (i.e. what
we. call 'internal affair'~. intervention
and finally the competence of the
U.N. So many people have said so
much about them that there. is no
scope for originality. True, where
international experts speak, leamer~
have to be silent. Mr Khan is ju-
dicious enough not to pass his own
judgment over the issues. Neverthe-
less he deserves praise because he has
provided us with a short-cut to the
classical authors. That apart, the
entire essay holds brief fOr those who
raised the cry for recognition. Writ-
ten about the beginning of April, it
shows that the mind of the author
was not free from the contagion of
mass sentiments about BangIa Desh.
He systematically fought the notion
that the present crisis is a civil strife
(i.e. an internal affair of Pakistan).
His emphatic assertion is that "the
situation in BangIa Desh cannot be
considered as one of civil strife under
international law." From this his lo-
gical next step is to prove that it is a
war of national liberation. He wri-
tes: "Having argued that the situa-
tiOn in BangIa Desh cannot be pi-

geon-holed into the traditional con·
cept of a civil strife under interna-
tional law, how do we identify it?
The nearest approximation .... is to
the newly developed institution of.
wars of national liberation." The
syllogism will be incomplete if fro
this he could not conclude that "Ban-
gIa Desh qua state fuHils the elemeu.
Ory criteria required under interna-
tion?l law for recognition." Thus the
author, writing as he did at the open-
ing of events when evidence was not
sufficient (as Mr Anirudha Gupta
said) to build up a brief fOr any
claim, has amply served the senti-
ment Of the Indian people. With hi~
partisan attitude he stands isolated
from the company of his friends who
carefully maintained their objectivity
and detachment.

The two other essays of the se-
cond group (Soviet and Chinese
Stakes: G. P. Deshpande and Ame-
rican Response: R. Narayanan) are
complementary to each other. The
authors have tried to foresee the
prospective pattern of tripartite res-
ponse of the three super-powers to
this addition to the existing complelt
of .Asian problems. The subject is a
material one and of great moment.
The authors have tried to look at
things before the curtain was fully
lifted. Consequently their venture is-'
rebuffed by the absence of clarity and
soundness of facts. They have their
own method of inference but in the
absence of facts it is little more than
a logic of speculation.

Mr Deshpande writes at the be-
ginning that "For the first time the
peasant of this sub-continent is being
involved in an armed struggle for in-
depedence". This is wishful. Unlit
recently no attempt was made to
arm the peasants. The rate at which
people fled and died is evidence tbat
in the absence of armed preparedness
they were in the passive position of
self-defence leaving the more dyn~
mic initiative of offence to the enemy.
The idea that the entire people would
be drawn into the struggle and trans-
formed into a fighting militia over a
short span of time without previous
training and organisation (a fact up-



Anirudha Gupta) must be
aIled a pipe-dre~m.

Of the Chinese stand, he says:
China's formulations. about the in-

ternational situation revolve round US
'imperialism and Soviet social impe-
nalism' .... In plain terms, it means
that China views the world situation
primarily in' terms of a duopoly of su-
per powers in today's world. China
has been kept out of the world sys-
tem mainly because she refuses to
accept this duopoly." Such ,an ob-
servation is much too sweeping. To
view the world situation in terms of
a duopoly of super-powers is to ne-
gate the revolutionary role of the suf-
fering but progressive masses all over
tbe globe. The concept of dual ma-
nagement of world affairs, So com-
mon with the bourgeois intellectuals
of the West like Morgenthau, Hart-
mann, Organsky and the like, has no
meaning for China. This is proved
q,y the ping-pong diplomacy and the
recent developments in Sino-Ameri-
can relations. China views the world
situation by one and only one cri-
terion, namely the struggle between
revolution and reaction. In his fa-
mous speech Of May 20, 1970, Mao
Tse-tung said: "People of the World,
Unite and Defeat the U.S. Aggressors
a.nd All Their Running Dpgs". He

minded us that "revolution is the
main trend in the world today".
(Peking Review , January 1, 1971) .
l'be January 1, 1971 editorial in Ren-
-min Ribao, Hongqiand Jiefangjun
Bao said the revolutionary situation
i developing faster than was expect-
ed. The further sharpening of the
basic contradictions in the contempo-
ary world and the aggression, op-

pression and control Of the people of
warious countries by U.S. imperialism
and social imperialism are impelling
hundreds of millions of people to rise
).n revolution. As we have seen, the
revolutionary struggles of the people

various countries against foreign
~ession are merging with their
revolutionary struggles against do-

mestic reactionaries. The national
liberation movements in Asia, Africa
~ Latin America are co-ordinat-
ing with the revolutionary mass mo-

vements in Europe, North America
c;nd Oceania." "We will persistently
fulfil out proletarian internationalist
obligations, firmly support the revo-
lutionary struggles of the people of
all countries and learn from them,
and together with them we will fight
to the finsh to defeat the U.S. aggres-
sors and all their running dogs and
oppose modern revisionism with So-
viet revisionism at its centre and the
reactionaries of all countries."

This is the avowed stoandof China
in world politics, but it has been mis-
understood by Mr Deshpande. He
seems to be familiar with Chinese
thinking and their ideas. That makes
it ,all the more bizarre that he should
have thought that China has con-
founded in her stand over Pakistan.

Mr Narayanan too, studying Ameri-
can response, falls short of expecta-
tions. He analyzes the reactions of
the press, the elite and the govern-
ment ~o the present crisis. Massive
facts have been marshalled in this
tract but the conclusions are mild and
ineffectual. The author is happy that
the press tlInd the elite of America
proved responsive but he is careless
as to what they were sensitive to and
what they upheld. All of them talk-
ed about the aspirations of the Ben-
galis, their lfuffedngs and coercion.
Some raised a faint voice against the
American softness for Pakistan. But
none of them drove home the fact
that the people of this sub-continent
have been subject to tyranny for long
and that they are now united for vio-
lent seizure of power. As S.R. said
in his analysis of the role of the
Indian t3nd foreign press in Frontier
of July 26: "Why call these papers
and journals reactionary? Because
they have p1ayed upon the communal
sentiments of the people, harping on
their religious and regional differen-
ces ; because they have failed to drive
home the fact that the current strife
in Bast Bengal is the result of the
exploitation of one class by another,
of the people by the feudal landlords
and comprador bourgeoisie backed
by their imperialist superiors .... "
(P. 11).

If we remember this we cannot go

,
into raptures over the role of the
American press Or -(If the elite. How-
ever, one point may be said in favour
of the present author. He has pro-
vided us with indisputable evidence
about the growing public opinion in
AmeriCta(against her imperialistic
role in world politics. "The world
people's struggle against U.S. impe-
rialism is linked with the struggle of
the American people against Nixon's
reactionary rule" (1971 New Year's
Day Editorial quoted above) . Un-
wittingly the author has brought to
light much evidence in support of
this view.

The last article (Issues and Pros-
pects: Sisir Gupta) is a typical evi-
dence of premature writing. It dis-
cusses four probkms: (1) the stren-
gth of the people's movement fcIndits
prospective orientations; (ii) pros-
pective repercussions of the recent
movement on the political-economic
structure of West Pakistan; (iii) re-
actions of world communities; (iv)
India's official reactions.

Considering the time of publication
one will wonder why the ,author close
these topics as his subject. Any such
study at that time had to be specu-
lative. In the absence of first-hand
information any attempt to resolve
these problems could not but yield
~ediocre, common-place observ,a-
tions. The very title of the essay shows
its speculative character and the very
lfirst sentence shows its limitations.
"It is too early to analyze ~1l the
implications oB the emergence of
Bangia Desh as a sovereign indepen-
dent state". Yet Mr Gupta foresees
"four important variables" that will
shape developments in Bangia Desh
and thereupon he proceeds "to ana-
lyze some of the possible develop.-
ments in all these four areas". Poli-
tical scientists must be concerned with
realities; the right of passing judg-
ment over possible developments had
better be left to seers. Moreover,
some of the problems posed overlap
with those pre'sented earlier.

It is surprising mat a treatise,
which the book is, on an emerging
nationhood should have ignored some
of the fundamental aspects, namely



the nature of society and the system
01 production that led to this
crisis, the character of the leadership
and its role in the movement, parti-
cipation of the people in the conflict
and the place of the present move-
ment in the story of modern revo-
lutions. No attempt has been made
to analyze the sentiments of the In-
dian people who are falling victims
to the influence of corrupt mass me-
dia, and the official attitude of our
Government on which depends our
ultimate fate. Yet the book is va-
luable because it gives an insight on
how Indian intellectuals look at 'the
whole process of nation-building ....
in most parts of Asia and Africa'.

R.S.

Clippings

Rene Dumont
.On ~eylon

ISLAND of splendour, ancient civi-
lisation, smiling people, non-

violent Buddhists: these are alI,
from now on, Ipast ~mages. Cey-
lon, "independent" in 1948, inherited
a colonial export economy; first tea,
then rubber and coconut. Her Bri-
tish-type democracy is only ,a carica-
ture of the original. For the past
twenty-three years the power has alter-
nated between two powerful families:
Senanayake, father and son for the
right ; Bandaranaike, the husband ,and
then the widow, after the former was
assassinated, for the "left".

The inverted commas here are in-
dispensable. At the end of May
1970, Mrs Bandaranaike's party, the
Sinhalese versiOn of the Labour Party,
won the elections in alliance with the
pro-Soviet communists and "Trot-
skyists"-whom I would rather refer
to as tropical social democrats. These
are the "Brown Sahibs", brown mas-
ters who have put on the boots of
the "White Sahibs", white masters
who in every case do the governing.
The paritcularly parasitic and privi-
leged bourgeoisie of the establishment
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has its sumptuary character clearly
shown up by the extravagant wed-
dings held in Colombo's big hotels.

The 1940 to 19'45 wartime rice ra-
tioning was carried forward as either
a subsidised or free ration, of one
or two measures per week according
to the period. It was by promising
"two measures" that Mrs Bandara-
naike returned to power in 1970, the
ration having been reduced to one
measure by her riv,als in 1966.

Free education, but three-fourths
of the students who hardly know
English enter the Faculty of Arts,
and these degrees take them straight
to unemployment: there are ,already
more than 10,000 unemployed.

Free Rice, even far the rice culti-
vator; thereby discouraging produc-
tion. Never,theless, two-thirds of
Ceylon's rice consumption is pro-
duced locally against half, ,twelve
years ,ago. This is thanks to the
selected types of rice grown during
the "Green Revolution". Self-suffi-
ciency in rice is expected by 1976,
but because of the present policy this
realisation will have to wait till 1980.
, Free Water for irrigation, but in the
dry East zone irriga.tion network, the
settlers from the very wet south-west
region, refuse any sort of irrigation
discipline, using Ithree times Imore

water than is necessary.
Free Medical Services, this has

acceler,ated the population explosion,
without the all important development
measures to meet this.

... This is neither socialism nor
democracy because it ends up by
having 600,000 unemployed people,
and ,as many semi-unemployed who
are very under-employed, in an active
population of 4.3 million. The em-
ployed working class is represented
by trade unions, which are affi]j.ated
to variuos left parties. Up to now,
the unemployed, the students with no
prospects, the unemployed graduates,
the peasants of the oppressed castes,
Or thOse on the lands monopolized as
tea plantations, ,have had no

representatives.
A young Sinhalese medical student,

Rohan Wijeweera, on his return from
Lumumba University, Moscow,

joined thc pro-Chinesc
party; but in 1965, together wi
other young commu~ists who had lef
the pro-Soviet party, he founded
JVP, J anatha Vimukthi Peramuna,
People's Liberation Front., FlI
this time on many of the left youttl
be~ame disappointed w~th ithe
customary attitude. Many were from
the rural middle class, already qui
poor; a secondary, if not higher cd
cation, led them into unemploymen~
(the majority are between the age
of fifteen and twenty and ,are mostly
rural youths). Till 1970, the Front
won its followers from the mass of
students and Sinhala Buddhi~ pea.
sonts, by glorifying the past, protesting
against the invasion of Western cul-
ture and dependence on imperialis~
and by calling themselves "Marxist;
patriots".

From 1969, the pro-Soviet commu-
nists branded this secret organisation
of youth, trained in guerilla warf~
by declaring in their daily paper ~
"Attha" that it was organised anel:
financed' by the C.IA. The pr
Chinese on the other hand criticis
the theses of Guevar,a and Debra
whom the JVP hold in esteem. How-
ever, this movement recruited mili.-
tants from amongst both the pro-.'
Soviet and pro-Chinese parties.
the beginning of 1970, the rightist
government began its repressi
against these "terrorists"; their leader
Rohan Wijeweera was arrested .
April. In the days that immediately
followed, pamphlets and posters de,.
manding his release 'were found aU
over the country, revealing to .a
amazed general pubilc the strength
of the JVP.

The JVP, however, supported the
traditional left which won the elec-
tions in May 1970. This "left" soon
got busy and gave ,alI the available
jobs to their election agents. They<
disbanded the "land army" Of 10,000
who were employed on jungle clear..
ing, simply because they had beea
recruited by the former government.
This sacking added 10,000 more to
the unemployed. Vast plans are be-
ing drawn up to give fresh employ:-
ment, by t~e top..:heavy British-



By A DRAMA CRITIC

Theatre Of Purpose
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are from different walks of life: an
industrialist, a psychoanalyst, an ac.
tor, an ordinary clerk, an unaffected
child and last bu t not the least the
garrulous Rashida Bibi, earh having
his or her own peculiar characteris-
tics and complexes. The industrialist
cannot reconcile himself to his fate
and fails to rise above his class pre-
judice; the actor is not able to make
an adjustment between the realities
in and outside theatre and tries to
live up to his theatrical roles even
in his daily life; the clerk has a guilt
on his conscience; Rashida Bibi re-
fuses to submit to the destined doom
and cheers them all with funny tales;
the child looks at all these with
wide.eyed innocence and the psycho-
analyst acts as the detached observer
and records his. experiences. Some
of ihe~~background stories are tljld
in flashbacks. The director has at-
tempted to fuse these two parts into
an organic whole, but his interesting
experiments have not always been
effective, although thlere are flashes
of brilliance, as in the first intel roga-
l'ion sequence ",,"hen ·the charactier.s
come trotting on the stage and face
the spotlight while a faceless voice
asks the routine questions and the
grinding horror of t~ didtatonhip
at once becomes apparent. There arc
also a few moments of tension be-
tween the characters inside the pri.

much earlier to an agreement with
the JVP youth, and the movement
would have taken acompletely diffe-
rent form. But instead they have
become the "good managers of the
bourgeois State". An alliance bet-
ween the, leftists in the government,
the "Trotskyists" and the communists
with these young people on a common
programme could have changed the
face of things...

(Rene Dumont in Le Nouvel Obser-
vateur, Paris).

1N Utpal Dutl's Thikana the cur-
tain rises on the cannage-

ridden town of Manickganj in East
Bengal during the fatJeful days of
April when Yahya Khan's military
junta unleashed a reign of terror.
The upper-class leaders are on the
run but the people's guerillas have
taken over and a new chapter in the
war of liberation has begun. The
authorities try to gloss over thleir
cowardice by making a case 0'£ sabo-
tage out of an ordinary suicide by a
weak-lninded Baluch lieutenant and
hold six innocent citizens as hostages,
who are to be shot if the real culprit
does not surrender within three days.
Among \'these people is R~ashlda
Khatun who acts as liaison between
different guerilla groups and she has
a vital address to be handed over to
the local resistance workers. Ulti.
mately she succeeds in doing so and
at the end, as the prisoners face the
firing squad, the freedom fighters
blow up a military train.

After the introduction of the locale
and characters is over, the play tends
to operate on two levels. On one
level, there is the documentary por-
trayal of the liberation movement
done with a simple and direct ap-
proach, and on the other, there is a
more ilntridate picture, ·.a clinical
examination of the mental condition
of six prisoners awaiting death. They

ments, including that which supporU
the government.

From the Victoria Bridge, I saw
corpses floating down the river which
flows through the north of the capi-
tal, with hundreds of immobile on-
lookers. This was on the 13th
April. The police who had killed
these people, let the bodies float with
the current, in order to terrorize the
people. The "Trotskyist" and pro-
Soviet communists, if they really had
a revolutionary policy, could have
condemned the repression, come

A short time afterwards, an explo-
sion at the Peradeniya University re-

aled the extent of the military pre-
parations; thousands of hand bombs,
Molotov cocktails, and the documents
found led Ito many more arrests.
Decapitate,d and decimated sec-
tions of the JVP decided to go into
attack sooner than foreseen. Perhaps
they were pushed into it by the CIA
who undoubtedly urged the govern-
ment to repression. Others say that
they were encouraged by the Russians
who were afraid that pro-Chinese
elements may one day come to
power in Ceylon. On the night of
the 5th to the 6th April, the JVP mili-
tants 'attacked twenty-five police
stations all over the island. They
seized arms and took control of im-
portant zones. Frantic, the govern-
ment tightened the repression. The
police took illdvantage of this to de-
cimate the youth of all the left move·

'nherited bureaucracy cannot give any
roal impu~ to development. Dis-
contentment grows all around, the
JVP organises meetings which attract
crowds of 10,000 to 15,000 attentive
listeners.

On the 27th February, 1971, at a
meeting I~ Hyde Park, Colombo,
which was extremely well attended,
Wijeweera declared his politics: With
one hand we helped to bring this
government into power which calls
itself socialist. With both hands we
helped to bring this governmemnt into
power which calls i~se1f socialist.
With both hands we are willing to
help it in its march to socialism. With
the same hands we shall strangle it,
if it refuses socialism. If we are
illegalised we shall start the revolu-
tion." The government's reply was
to accentuate its repressive mea-
sures. On the 16th March, 1971, a
state of emergency was declared.
Under the emergency the police, usu-
ally brutal, were given powers to
arrest anybody, detain him for ififteen
days without producing him before a
magistrate, to burn, to bury or to
dispose of the body (thus to kill)
without showing the corpse to a

~ctor.



What Is Public Response ?

son cell where the director's rleep
insight into the psychological issues
is also evidellt. The lighting and the
decor help to create the atmo"pherc
without calling for the usual stag'c
gimmicks. The artistes ape generally
competent, specially Samir Majumder
as the industrialist with his mock
courage and Satya Banerjee as the
sedate psychologist. Utpal Dutt's
Pakistani Colonel is a kind of mel.
lowed.down Rattray, but it is Sova
Sen who lOpS them all by her as-
tounding performance as Rashida
Bibi.

In Tine,' Tafawa1', Utpal DUll goe~
back to the 19th century theatre-world
;Jnd recreates the past with fascinat.
ina- embellishments. We meet the1)

mad people, the incandescent people,
the people living in the unreal world
behind 'the footli~hts, dishing out
melodrama, soap.opera and turgid
farce catering to the decadent Baboo
culture. They survive on illusions
and live by manipulations, bluffs and
often by plain cheating. They are a
sad lot, a bunch of lovable scoun.
drels. Captain Babu is one such
stage producer who is at a loss to
find a heroine because the leadil]?; lady
has been ruled away by a,nother group.
He finds Moyna, a pick.up from the
gutter, and trains her to be a fine
actress. 'Onealmo~t 9u.spects the
Pygmalion touch lOr the mamillaI'
breed of the Hollywood success story,
but luckily the analogy is not stretch-
ed further. From this point, the
play acquires a new dimension. In
this on closed world, the outside vibra.
tions cause a flutter and the people
start looking beyond their immediate
surroundings. Priyons th Mallik, young
feHow drunk with the revolutionary
ideas of the Bengal renaissance, comes
into the theatre and all the people
get contaminated by his zeal. His
is the idea of a new type of theatre,
a theatre harnessed to people's cause,
a theatre disseminating nationalistic
ideals. Moyna falls in love wilh
Priyonath and together they map out
a life of their own. But destiny de.
crees otherwise. The lecherous
theaitre.owne~ takes Moyna as m~s-
tress and Captain Babu sacrifices the
a-irl in lieu of a transfer of owner.1)
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ship. Prtyonath leaves the stage and
the production of Titumh' with its
patriotic theme is banned. Captain
Babu suffers a serious crisis of cons.
cience, but recoyers himself heroically
on the stage when suddenly by a
stroke of magic he changes himself
from Nimchand to Titumir. The
whole crew is electrified into action
and as the choral singers appear on
the stage invoking the spirit o[ free.
dom, the hour of Captain Babu's
final redemption is near. The ele-
vating finale has the effect of a holy
absolution.

The play is free from the usual
banalities of situation (\jnd stock one-
dimensional characterisation which
vitiate Ul]Jal Dt;tt's dramatic writ-
ings (of course, one should be fair

Letters

Your comment (August 21) that
"public response to their (N ax,als')
liquidation .. .is usually limited and
no mass sympathy is seen, in view
perhaps of their killing of individuals",
seems to be the typical reaction of
a lonely good man to whom some-
times appearance is reality. May I
know who constitute your 'public',
what machinery' you have to feel their
'response' to a certain event and
what kind of 'response' do you ex-
pect ? How you think should be 'mas~
sympathy' ventilated or exercised?

As an editor, you have to your
credit a good number of years' edito-
rial experience. Not to talk of Na-
xalite activities, have you .analysed
the so-called 'public- response' to the
steady spiralling Of prices for the en-
tire present decade or the tremendous
volume of retrenchment and lay-otis
every now and then or growing po-
verty and bankruptcy of the rural
people as ,a result of increasing ex-
ploitation in the wake of economic
crisis?

Middle-class politiciaJ1J-,eum-swin-
dlers arrange massive demonstrations

enough to admit that all these
rienries are generally morc than ma
lip by thc excellence o[ his produc
tions), and its austere pattern is i
beauty. The technical gadge
mainly the revolving stage, arc put
the most creative use. Thc characte
emerge logically out of their envir~
ments and the period reconstructi
is highly l'Cvocative. The acting sty
is a fine specimen of comic stylisatio
and all the artistes have the gus
a,nd the fervour required to brio
alive -the larger-than.life entity of
theatricalifled existlence. All kudos
of course, [or Utpal Dutt for his mag-
nificent direction and his powerful
rendering of the character Q[ Captail\

- Babu, remarkable for the fine blood
ing of broad comedy with subtle em
tional patches.

or organise 'bandhs' but with what
result? The agents Qf vested inte-
rests are successful in putting up their
'elected representatives' to cheat the
people or to pose as the most popu-
lar people of the country. When the:
Naxals started to eXjpose the utter
falsity of this parliamentary drama~
the Government with its entire arse.:
nal of repression replied with a pro
gnmme of calculated murder of the
Naxalite cadres. All other parties
including the CPM acted as political
cohorts against those heroic people.
Under such circumstsnces, public res-
ponse to liquidation of Naxalites caB
express itself only in more people en-
tering their ranks. Whether this has
been taking plaIce, I do not know.
Only we know that more than twelve
thousand c~dres of the CPI(ML) are
in jailor dead. The party has not
yet suspended its work. It is still
operating throughout West Bengal.
May I know from you, which party
in India indulging in 'mass demons-
trations' and havigg a so-called 'mass
base' has twelve thousand cadres de-
dicating their lives in this way? Do



u think that the people of our
untry arl( blind, they do not un-

derstand the significance of these
rifices? You, the lonely good in-

llectual, always believe in appearance
in television, not in starvation in

;the countryside. You believe that
re should, have been Mujibar-plan-

mass-suicide against the Pakistan
y on the 25th March-something

iJPassive to satisfy the middle-class
lmage of revolution. UnfortunatelyfOJ
JOu people, they (Naxals) promised

middle-class revolution although in
their ranks there are many middle-
lass youths. You can also find out
om amongst middle-class people
ow m:my are their supporters who

cannot express sympathy with their
cause and actions because the whole
State machinery of repression is there
to beat up, maim or arrest them.

For example, though I extend mo-
ral support to their cause, I do noth-
ing except get agitated and feel hate-
ul to every worm of this rotten SO-
ciety while doing everything with an
'air of conformity. Everyday I learn

f their death, read the news of their
murder by the political and other hir-

henchmen of the Establishment.
veryday we hear monumental lies

against the Naxals spread by aU the
litical swindlers from Indira to

lyoti Basu. My blood boils when
ese scoundrels talk of the people,
the East Bengal people, ,and shed
codile tears for them while at the

arne time encouraging planned ex-
rmination of Bengali youths dedi-
tin,g their lives for a revolutionary

ause. What, sir, is the dictionary
eaning of genocide?
I do not know whether you know
ople like me. I do not know whe-

ther you see our hearts bleeding and
rying for vengeance against the po-

lice-CRP-CPM-Congress slaughter of
the finest sons of Bengal-the Naxals.

A SUPPORTER OF TIlE CPI(ML)
Calcutta

Mr Phani Bhusan Ghosh's letter
"China And Pakistan" (August 21)
demands a rejoinder. His accusation
against your journal of maintaining
"a calculated and mysterious silence
about the tragedy that has overtaken
millions .. \.. who have had 'to tlake
shelter in India (where butchering of
revolutionaries inside and outside is
an everyday phenomenon in piecetime
-An.) to avoid being butchered
.... ", is baseless because your paper
has published many an objective (not
manufactured) and analytical repor-
tage about the subject. But will Mr
Ghosh kindly explain why millions
of peasants, artisans, shopkeepers and
workers are fleeing, instead of carry.
ing both the gun and the plough,
from a country for whose right to
self-determination they themselves vat.
ed? What kind of people's awrr is this
and who are responsible for this
sorry state of affairs? While sharing
the emotion of Mr Ghosh, I must
point out that in global policy mat-
ters, one should be guided not by
emotion but by cold scientific logic.
A popular struggle in any part of the
world, however just, must be analys.
ed in the perspective of the world
anti_imperialist revolutionary struggle
in order to foresee the ~uture. If
by the standard of judgment, the
partial struggle contradicts the anti.
imperialist cause in its totality that·
means that the struggle is premature.
Moreover, irrespective of justJOessand
unjustness, no socialist country should
poke its nose into internal strugglF.s
in other countries with which it has
normal state and relations. This is
one of the basic five principles of
ILenin'ist peaceful co-exi~tence. All
such interference smacks of neo-colo-
nialism (and social_imperialism) . Look
at the military assistance given to the
Ceylon Government by Kremlin,
New Delhi, Washington and London,
to suppress the armed people's struggle
for real liberation from poverty. Does
this assistance conform to the Pancha
Sheel? As for tears which Mr Ghosh
wants Frontier to shed has it not been
flowing more than enough from pre-
cisely the enemy camp-from the U.S.

marauaef8 1fl etnam, the Bntlstl
colonialists fighting a colonial war ip
the British Kalimantan, the Bonn
neo.fascists, all the factions of our
g'OOd old Congress in conjunclion
with the Swatantra, lana Sangh and
the RSS of Guru Golwalkar? What
is the use of dropping some more
genuine tear drops in this ocean of
crocodile tears? The weeping U.S.
has already sent eight shipload IS of
lethals to Yahya egging him to launch
another adventure against Kashmir.
And who armed Islamabad with the
bombers, cannons, tanks, rocket-
.launchers '(Ru6si~m) gunboats, )13·

palm etc. which are still being used
in East Bengal. No, Mr Ghosh it
was not China. The obsolete-arma-
ment traders were U.S. neo-colonial-
ism, Kremlin Sod31-imperialism and
British imperialism. China does not
trade in arms but gives it to umn-
tries fighti-ng against imperialism and

-its puppets in other countries, as in
South Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia etc.

China will not officially, I repeat
officially, /utter any adverse comment
\against Islamabad 'as long as., there
are normal friendly relations on State
level as the Soviet Government did
not officially attack the Hitlerite
at~ocit'ies in Gerlmany during the
Non_Aggression Pact period. China
will and must do everything to foil
the imperialist (0£ all shades) plot
of completely encircling China. lrt is
clear from the very beginning, from
the Awami League leadership's open
appeal for intervention addressed to
the imperialist governments of tbe
West and the semi-colonial dual sate.
llite Government of India, that it
fears more a ,popular struggle for
liberation tharn imperialism. Their
aim has been to wrest, by pressure
,politics 'substantial power from the
semi-colonial ruling West. Pakistan
bourgeoisie for the Bengali bour-
geoisie of the eastern wing-itself a
colony of the semi-colony, the latter
having as its prompter, imperialism.
But even then winning of autonomy
by the Eastern wing will surely be a
step forward towards liberation. Here
lies another .Teason for China's silo
ence. The struggle as conducted by
,the Awami League leade4hip does
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not and cannot have any a<ntI-Impe-
rialist content. Rather the contrary.
It cannot, because i'n this third stage
of world capitalist crisis (the dollar
crisis is the first symptom) the bour~
geoisie will neVler lead any real ant;.
imperialist liberation struggle because
they know that success of such strug-
gles would inevitably lea,d not to
bourgeois rule but People's Demo-
cracy. This truth was reflected in
Stalin's brief speech at the 19th Con-
gress of the CPSU. He observed:
"Formerly the bourgeoisie was consi.
dered the head of the nation, it cham~
pioned the rights and independence
of the nation, placi<ng them 'above
everything'. Now not a trace remains
of ,the 'national principle' .... Now
the bourgiCoisie sells the rights and
independence of the nation for dol-
lars. The banner of national inde-
pendence and national sovereignty
has been thrown overboard ... :'

The Awami League leadership is
no exceptioo.

China's willin~ness to negotiate
with America, her avowed enemy, to
normalise mutual relations is cer~
tainly guided by "self-interest" (i.e.
defence) but it i& not "narrow".
Did not the Soviet Government agree
to negotiate with Roosevelt in 1933
at an initiative from Roosevelt him-
self? Did not Lenin sign the ignoble
Brest-Litovsk Peace Treaty with
avowed enemies? Did 1I10tthe Soviet
Government negotiate the Non~Ag-
gression Pact with its most avowed
cnemy the German Nazi Govern~
ment? China has agreed to negotiate
on her own terms-complete U.S.
military evacuation from Indochina
and Taiwan and recogntion of the
PRC only. The Roosevelt-Kalini~-
Molotov conference took place when
the second economic crisis of world
capitalism shook the USA and the
recognition by the USA of the USSR
saved the USA from the crisis. To-
day Nixon does not see any way out
of the third crisis other than recogni~
tion of China and doing brisk trade
with her. And China too wants to
take this opportunity to split the
Kremlin-Washington~New Delhi bloc
which will mean a respite for China,
peace in Asia and relaxation of world

tension. As for the self-interest of
the huge socialist ,coull)try, this !in~
terest (defence) coincides with that
of the toilers of the whole world.
Does Mr Ghosh want Chilna to be
vulnerable and defeated?

Mr Ghosh should know that nations
and nationalism arose along with the
emergence of the bourgeoisie just as
the state as the organ of suppression
of one class by another was born
along with the splitting of society
into ml1JtuaIIy antagonistic cIa&!ks.
Today when the bourgeoisie is head-
ing for total collapse, its companion
-nationalism-too has to give way
to internationalism.

ANALYST

Will They Return?
Mr Ashim Mukhopadhyay's "Will

They Return?" (July 31) con-
tains a number of gross factual errors
and misleading interpretation of
economic trends leading to dubious
political theorizing.
I . " ... more than 36% of the agri-
cultural population is landless". The
true 'figure is less than half, i.e.
17.2%, according to the 1961 Popu-
lat'ion Census. No later informa-
tion is available for East Pakistan
(EP) as a whole.
( I, vol. II, table 5 I ) .
2. Ashim Mukhopadhyay (AM)
writes, "In EP there are 6.5 million
holdings of which 80% families own
less than 3 acres" on page 6 and "of
those who possess land 80% have
less than 3 acres" on page 7.

(a) AM should not have used
interchangeably "own" and "possess'
as these two words have quite diffe-
rent meanings;

(b) According to the Agricultural
Census of 1960 just 54% of all
rural families possessed 2.3 acres of
land or less. The next size group,
each holding 2.5 I to 5 acres of land
per family, constituted another 2570.
Hence 80% of rural families held 5
acres or less. (2). Under EP condi-
tion the difference between 3 and 5
acres is not a minor one.

3. Between 1965-60 and J 968

"yield per acre of rice declined £ronr-
12. I maunds to I 1.3 maunds". T
reverse is true; the yield actuatl
rose from 10. I to 12. I maunds ov
the period. [3, pp. 1960-9].
4. AM is wrong in trying to sh
a continuous fall in per capita availaw
bility of foodgrains in EP.
figure for 1965-66 is incorrect; t
true one is 16 ozjday [7] which is
higher than AM's figure of 15.82 ot
day in 1948. So far no c1ear-c
trend over time can be discerned.
5. Jute yietd did fall to the exte
indicated by AM; but he should no
;have lpassed over in silence th
acreage rose by nearly 60% and pro-
duction by 1470. [3, pp 1968-9}
Is it possible that the yield fell due to
the cultivation of jute in less suitabl
areas?
6. AM writes on page 7: "The
combined effects of intensive use of
,fer'tilisers, improved seeds and ex:
pansion of tubewell irrigation brought
about by Government support a
incentive since early 1967, hav
transformed West Pakistan from
deficit to a surplus region in terms
foodgrains ".

(a) Does it imply since earl
1967 W. Pakistan has a food...!
grains surplus? If so, AM is wrong.
In the fiscal year July 1967 to June.
1968 W. Pakistan was a net importer
of foodgrains to the extent of R
25.2 crores while EP's net impor
amounted to Rs 2 1.5 crores. Ou
figures take into account the inter
wing trade as well. On a per capit
basis WP imported much more tha
EP. [5].

(b) If our interpretation of the
passage above is wrong, may we have
an alternative with some supporting
evidence?
7. By a misleading seleCition of

years and crops AM gives a grossly
exaggera'ted picture of agricultural
progress in WP at annual rates vary-
ing from 8% in some to 4070 in
other cases. If we are to trust officicil
statistics, average annual growth-rate-
of WP agriculture was 3.8% in the
first half and 5.5 % in the second haIr:
of the last decade; the corresponding
rates were 3% and 3.1% for EP.
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Instant Result

Aw K"R
Calcutta

were "4000-0000 mend and "up to
300 tanks".

Our Gnats were nicknamed 'Sabre.
killer' and even a commemorative
stamp was )'ssued. But the crux of
the issue is whether the Indian Air
Force attained air superiority or not.
ISS (London) reports that Pakistan
lost 'up to 50 aircraft' and India
'about 50 aircraft'. Numerically IIn-
ella lost more planes than Pakistan.
India's loses were mostly on ground.
This conclusively proves that the In.
dian Air Force failed to achieve and
exercise air superiority even over In-
dian airspace, not to talk of Pakistan
airspace.

If another war breaks out, it is the
people who will su~r. Today we
bear the cost of maintenance of re-
fugees. Tomorrow it will be cost of
maint~nance of more refugees + cost
of the war.

FRONTIER is available from
CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY
23/90 Connau~ht Place

~ew D Ihi-l

D.C.
Jiaganj

A week before the announcement
of the Central Budget all brands of
?aby food had vanished from Jiaganj,
10 ~urshidabad district. A few shops
where they were still available had
been charging exorbitantly high prices
for them. Then one morning a few
posters appeared in the marketplace :
"Black-marketeers of baby food are
enemies of the people. Hence their
only punishment is DEA TH-
CPI(ML)". Within a day or two, all
the brands reappeared and were sold
at normal prices. The result, which
could not be attained by the 'socia-
listic', speeches of our 'great' Prime-
Minister, or by the threats of the
'progressive' police authorities, was
achieved by a few posters.

Striking Power
The striking' power of the Indian

Air Force has, it is said, increased by
3070 after introduction of the latest
scientific techniques of maintenance
(The Statesman) Auguslt 4 1971). The
following day the Times of Tndia
(Bombay) virtually rejected the tall
claim.

The claim can possibly have three
grounds: Recent Americanisation of
the air force uniform; that the Air
I'orce chief has recently received the
'Legion of Merit' from the U.S. Gov.
ernment; and it has gained active ex-
perience in anti-guerilla helicopter
operations in Ceylon.

Since the 1965 Indo-Pak war the
Indian Armed Forces have endowed
themselves with an aura. Khemkaren
has been painted as the 'grave yard
of Pattons'. Eut how many know
that Chowinda was the 'grave yard of
Inch'an tanks'? From the authorita-
tive Institute of Strategic Studies
(London) annual publication in 1966
we know: the Pakistan Army's
casualties were "3000-5000 men" and
"over 250 tanks"; whereas India's

C. N.
Calcutta

the rural proletariat and small farmers,
AM and his like unwittingly echo the
false propaganda of the Ayub- Yahya
regimes. More importantly, their
analyses point to a national contradic-
iton between the peoples of EP and
WP; in reality the common people are
almost equally exploited in the two
wings fOr the benefit of the WP ruling
classes, their imperialist overlords in
the USA, etc and their henchmen
in EP.
References
1. Population Census 1961, 2.
Agicultur,al Census 1960 as summa-
rized in FAO-Report on World
Census of Agriculture, vol. I, P. A.
3. Pakistan Yearbook 1969. 4. Sta-
tistical Yearbook 1968. 5. Monthly
Statistical Bulletin 1968. 6. Fourth
Five Year Plan. 7. Rabbani and
Pepetto-PakiJltan Developmen~ Re-
view 1968 Summer.

Business M,mager
Frontier

NOTICE
Articles cannot be returned

unless accompanied by return
posta!1;e.

{6]. These figures are, however,
~ontested by thoughtful economists in

akistanand abroad; according to
Gother highly reliable estimate, the
nnual growth rates of agricultural
oducts between 1960-61 and 1967-

8 were 4.670 for WP and 2.1% for
EP. While the ,difference is substan-

al, it is not as spectacular as AM
represents it.a. The rapid fall in the share of

iculture in the GNP of EP from
0.3% in 1956-60 to 45.870 in 1968

was rightly noted by AM. But his
terpretation is questionable. As

uch the fall in agriculture's share is
generally welcomed by all economists,
bourgeois or socialist. Indeed, tbe
decline in EP was caused not so much
by the poor performance of agricul-
ture as by the higher tempo of indus-
&ial development, specia~ly in the
sUer half of the 1960s; during these

)lears the growth rates in manufactu-
rmg were 9.5% in EP against 5.80/0

WP [6). Between 1948 .and 1966
Clory employment in the two wings
creased respectively by 2000/0 and

166% [4). From this it would be
wrong again to conclude that the WP
rulers were of late doing their utmost
o industrialize EP.

It would be tedious to go on with
'further examples of statistical errors
and logical flaws in AM's position. I

ould not have gone into these at all
iad I not entertained certain basic
misgivings about the implicit politico-
economic reasoning of AM and a host
of other well-meaning critics of the

ahya regime. The revolt in EP was
not born out of sheer desperation with
their stomachs getting emptier each
passing year. Conversely, by over-
playing the economic "miracle" in

P without mentioning the stagnant,
if not worsening, living standards of
the vast majority of workers, petty
traders, urban lower middle classes,
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By talking of Bandhs
Are we helping Bangia Desh evacuees?

~re we helping vigilance on the borders?
Is this not exactly what

the enemy would like us to do?
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